The linear relations of the neutron and X-ray optics in crystal powder diffractometers are extended with second-order terms. An expression for the angular deviation from the Bragg-peak position is derived which reduces to that of Wilson [Mathematical Theory of X-ray Powder Diffractometers (1963). Amsterdam: Philips Technical Library] for the case of characteristic X-rays in parafocusing geometry. A technique of computing second-order aberration effects is described. Line-shift formulae are given for conventional and curved-crystal diffractometers.
I. Introduction
The computational technique commonly used in the optics of neutron and X-ray crystal spectrometers is based essentially on the paraxial-approximation linearized relations. In this approximation the variables in the equatorial plane are decoupled from those in the axial plane. When second-order terms are added the equatorial and axial variables become intercorrelated and the optics in these planes can no longer be treated separately. For X-ray powder diffractometers, systematic studies of the second-order aberrations have been made only for the case of parafocusing geometry. A review of the results is given in the classic book by Wilson (1963) . For neutron powder diffractometers, the effect of axial aberrations on the line shapes has been investigated by Howard (1982) , Prince (1983) and van Laar & Yelon (1984) . The computational techniques in these studies do not go beyond that of Wilson, which relies on the separation of geometrical from wavelength-spread effects. Such a separation is correct only when no crystal monochromators are used. The presence of a crystal monochromator requires a different computational technique which is presented below.
In this paper the relations of the neutron and X-ray optics in powder diffractometers with crystal monochromators are expanded in series up to the second order. A general expression for the angular deviation from the Bragg-peak position is derived in terms of angular-and wave-vector-spread variables. It reduces to that of Wilson (1963) for characteristic X-rays and 0021-8898/92/030331-05506.00 parafocusing geometry. The transformation to spatial variables is then described, which is not trivial because of the Bragg constraints on reflection by the crystal monochromator. Formulae for line shifts due to second-order aberrations are given for conventional diffractometers with flat (or axially curved only) monochromators and Soller collimators and for focusing diffractometers with curved single monochromators. An example of computed line shifts for use in profile fitting at a curved-crystal neutron diffractometer are given.
The diffraction diagram variable
The classical method of computing aberrations in X-ray powder diffractometry (Wilson, 1963) is based on the series expansion of the quantity cos 20 = k" k'/k 2 where k and k' are the wave vectors of the beams falling on the sample and diffracted by it, respectively. This method cannot be extended to non-monochromatic beams because the quantity cos 20 is not sensitive to the deviation of k from the nominal wave vector ko. To arrive at the desired extension we shall use the resolution-function formalism (Cooper & Nathans, 1967) .
The relation between the natural variable Q -Q0 of the one-dimensional resolution function of powder diffractometers and the 120s I-scale variable 2~ of Wilson (1963) is obtained by expanding Os= sin-1 l,Q/(2k)] up to second-order terms in Q -Qo,
In terms of the vector variable X = Q-Qo of the three-dimensional resolution function, the quantity Q -Qo is given by the expression
which is obtained by expanding Q = I-(Qo + x1) 2 + x~ + x~] 1/2 up to second-order terms. From (1) and (2) (3)
In the reference frames directed with axes 1 along the nominal wave vectors ko and kb, one has k = (k cos 61 cos 71, k cos 61 sin 71, k sin 61) and k' = (k cos fiE cos 72, k cos 62 sin 72, k sin 62) where k = ko + Ak and 71,72, 61, 62 are the equatorial and axial deviation angles. By taking projections of the relation k -k' = Q one obtains X1 = ko cos 0s{(Tz -71) + 2 tan Os(Ak/ko) + 2 tan Os[(~2 --71)(Ak/ko) -(7~ + ?~ + 6~ + 6~)/4]} (4) X 2 = k o sin 0s(71 + 72) X3 = ko (61 -62) where the only linear terms were retained for XE and X 3 since only the squared quantities X 2 and X 2 appear in (3). By substituting (4) into (3) one obtains the general formula in terms of angular and wave-vector spread variables:
The second-order terms containing A k are completely insignificant in X-ray diffractometers (with both normal X-rays and synchrotron radiation). They are still negligible in high-resolution neutron diffractometers of conventional design with Soller collimators (Hewat, 1975) . The quadratic term tan 30s(Ak/ko) 2 may become significant, however, in curved-crystal relaxed-aperture neutron diffractometers at large detector angles.
The axial terms in (5) are formally the same as in classical X-ray diffractometers and their importance is well known. The formula (3.18) of Wilson (1963) is obtained from (5) by putting A k = 0 and by expressing the angular variables in terms of the spatial variables up to second-order terms. However, it will be seen that the presence of the crystal monochromator introduces via A k a significant axial contribution which is not accounted for in the classical formulae.
In Wilson's convention (which we adopted to avoid confusion when comparing with known results) a positive 2e corresponds to the left side of the measured Bragg peak (on the scale of increasing 120s I). This is related to the fact that a scan through a 8-function cross section gives the inverted resolution-function profile. In terms of line shifts this means that the measured line positions are shifted by -(2e) from the theoretical ones.
The reflection on the monochromator
The computation of aberration effects involves taking the averages (2e) and ((2e)2). The procedure is not straightforward because the variables in (5) are correlated in both the first and second orders. In the case of conventional characteristic X-ray diffractometers without monochromators, Ak is an independent variable and the spatial variables are not coupled. For averaging (5) one then has only to express the angular variables through the spatial ones. A monochromator in the incoming beam correlates A k with the rest of the variables and also introduces a coupling between the spatial variables. Physically this means that both A k and the coordinates of the sample are determined by the coordinates of the source and of the monochromator. Taking averages adds further complications.
Let us consider the optics of the Bragg reflection on a curved crystal in the lamellar approximation (Egert & Dachs, 1970; Popovici, Stoica & Ionitfi, 1987) . In this approximation the relation k-k i = ~ is supposed to hold locally within the curved crystal, k~ being the incident-radiation wave vector and ~ the local reciprocal-lattice vector depending on the coordinates XM, YM, ZM in the monochromator plane (see Fig. 1 ).
For the case of uniform bending with constant curvature radii R e (equatorial) and Ra (axial), z has the following components in the reference frame directed with axis 1 along the nominal vector Zo of the unbent crystal:
where 4, 4' are the reflectivity-curve equatorial and axial variables on the Bragg angle Ou scale; XM is the monochromator cutting angle measured in the trigonometric sense (zero in symmetric reflection); Pe = Re I sin (OM + XM) and p, = R~-1; b = 0 for mosaic crystals and b = ~ cos ZM for perfect ones with Soller collimators may be inserted in the beams.
=COS0M/ISin(0M--ZM) I; C=C'=I for mosaic crystals and c = ~ sin ZM, C'= 0 for perfect ones; A and B are parameters each depending on ZM, the type of bending and the elastic constants of the crystal material (Stoica & Popovici, 1989) . The linear terms in YM and ZM in (6) are due to the change in the orientation of the crystal surface on bending, the XM terms are related to the lattice-spacing gradient (which changes both the orientation and the modulus of 3) and the second-order terms account for the shift of the reflectivity curve variables on bending.
By taking projections of the condition k -k i = 3, one obtains three Bragg constraints for the reflection at the monochromator. In the following we shall neglect the second-order terms involving the crystal thickness xM. Then, with ki = (k cos fo cos ),o, k cos 5o sin ),o, k sin go) in the reference frame directed with axis 1 along kin, one obtains:
where F M is the Fankuchen gain factor [F M = Isin (OM + ZM)/sin (OM --ZM)I for perfect crystals and FM = 1 for mosaic ones] and f, is the axial focal length, fa = R,/(21sin 0MIcos ZM)" Earlier we stated that c = c' = 1 for mosaic crystals and c' = 0 for perfect ones. To simplify later notation we shall put c = c'= 1 and consider that a perfect crystal corresponds to ~ = ~' = 0. This is incorrect for intensities (which are not treated in this paper) but is correct for line shifts and line widths, as the flatcrystal Darwin curve is always [even in the synchrotron radiation (SR) case] less than the incident-beam divergence. The broadening of the Darwin curve on bending is accounted for by the XM terms in (6).
The relation (7) is a constraint for characteristic X-rays only. For neutrons and SR it is just the definition of Ak.
The existence of the constraints (8) and (9) modifies the covariance matrix of the variables in the equatorial and axial planes, respectively. For the computations in this paper it is sufficient to consider the linear terms in (8) and (9).
The general formula for the covariance-matrix modification by a linear constraint is easily derived by a method described in the mathematical appendix of a previous paper (Popovici, Stoica, Chalupa & Mikula, 1988) . For a set of initial variables xl,..., x, on which a constraint of the form Z aixi : 0 (10) i is imposed, the second-order moments (XiXj>' of the reduced set of variables Xl .... , x,_ 1 that remain after having excluded x, by using the constraint are given by
where (x 2) are the variances of the initial variables.
The flat-crystal case
This case is considered separately since it illustrates the mathematics in a simple manner and gives results which are partially known. It corresponds to Pe = 0 in the above three relations. The crystal may have an axial curvature. The constraints (8) and (9) 
The variances of the equatorial-plane initial variables )'0, ~ and ),x will be denoted by a~), fiE and a2 (notice the difference from the usual convention in which ao, flo and al are full widths at half-maximum). The existence of the constraint (8a) modifies the covariance matrix of the variables ),a and ~. By applying the formula (11) to this case (x I = ),1, ax = -1 ; x 2 = ~, a 2 = 2; x 3 = )'0, a3 = --1) one obtains 
The linear parts of (5) and (7) 
By substituting (),22) = ~2 and (12) one obtains the frequently used formula of Caglioti, Paoletti & Ricci (1958) . The physical meaning of the terms in this formula is highlighted by (13). The first-order terms give no line shift, but a shift appears when second-order terms are accounted for: 
The equatorial terms are usually negligible. They become significant only for relaxed collimation and at large angles. An important axial term, tan 0s(62), appears in (14) which does not exist in the classical formulae. It comes from the axial second-order contribution to 2 tan Os (A k/ko) in (5).
To evaluate the axial averages in (14) one has to account for the effect of the constraint (9a) on the covariance matrix of the axial spatial variables Zo, ZM, Zs at the source, monochromator and sample. The relations between angular and spatial variables are a2(~,2)/S) 
The curved-crystal case
The paraxial optics of focusing curved-crystal neutron diffractometers is discussed in a separate paper (Popovici, Stoica & Ionit~, 1992) . Here only the line shifts due to second-order aberrations are considered. As the second-order terms involving the small variables of the monochromator (thickness and mosaic spreads), plate sample (thickness) and detector (window width) are negligible, to simplify the formulae these variables are omitted from the beginning.
The procedure is to express the angular variables and A k/ko through the spatial variables, to account for the effect of the constraints (8) and (9) on the spatial-variable covariance matrix and then to take the average of (5).
From simple geometry one obtains the secondorder expansions for the angular variables involved in where as gives the orientation of the plate sample (see Fig. 1 ). In X-ray parafocusing geometry as = Os. In the case of cylindrical small-diameter samples one can set Ys --0 and the terms containing as disappear. The axial angular variables are the same as before [(15)] and have no Second-order terms.
With the notations fea = sin(0~t + XM)/(2pe) and f~2 = sin (0u --ZM)/(2pe) for the two focal lengths of the curved monochromator one obtains the constraint (8) in the following form:
with ael = 2peLo(feI/Lo + f~2/L~ -1); ae2 = sin asLo/L1. The coefficients ai in (11) are just ael, a~2 and a~3 = -1. It is through the coefficients al and a~l that the spatial focusing effects appear in the computations.
By applying (12) one obtains the modified covariance-matrix elements of the reduced set of spatial variables:
where S = (Z2o) + a~(z~) + a~(~ '2) + a~(z~) and (z~) is the detector axial-dimension variance. These quantities together with (12) are to be substituted into (14) to compute the line shifts in the flat (or axially curved only) single monochromator case for both neutron and SR diffractometers. The double-crystal monochromator (flat or curved) is considered in a separate paper. where Se = (yg) + a2(y 2) + a2(y 2) and the expression for (z2) ' is also given as it will be needed later.
The variance of the detector axial dimension is not changed by the constraints <z~>' = <z~>.
With the aid of (20), (18) and (7) one can now compute the quantities involved in averaging (5) The final formula is obtained by averaging (5) with the aid of (17), (20) and (21) 
To illustrate the results, in Fig. 2 the computed line shifts are presented for our high-resolution curvedperfect-monochromator neutron diffraction configuration with a thin wide sample in focusing orientation (Stoica, Popovici, Popa, Constantin & Ion, 1992) . The separate contributions of sample and detector axial extensions hs, h o and of the monochromator equatorial extension WM are shown.
The contributions of the monochromator axial extension hM and sample equatorial extension w s are negligible. Because of cross-correlation terms the total shift is not exactly the sum of these separate contributions. The computed line shifts were included in our profile-fitting program and this turned out to be essential for accurately describing the observed line positions.
